
Addendum to my November 10, 2021 testimony re: RCW & WAC intent relative to SFLOs as verbally 
presented. 

“Chairwoman Smith and members of the Forest Practices Board: 

I refer you to the letter I submitted earlier re RCW & WAC intent relative to SFLOs.   

RCW 76.13.100 (2):  says in part: “small forest landowners should have the option of alternate 
management plans or alternate harvest restrictions on smaller harvest units that may have a relatively 
low impact on aquatic resources  

The Forest Practice Board in 2001 recognized this RCW meant something special regarding SFLOs & low 
impact so enacted language in WAC 222-12-0403 to further clarify the RCW intent by requiring that 
“The (Board) manual should include: 

(3) Template Prescriptions . . . .” 2 templates have been completed, another is in the AMP so 
this part of the WAC is being implemented. 

“(5) Criteria to assist the department in determining whether a small forest landowner 
alternate plan qualifies as a low impact alternate plan.”  This Criteria for “low impact” as it 
relates to SFLOs does not yet appear in the AP Guidance.   

DNRs SFLO AC spent 2 years reaching consensus on draft language to meet this WAC.  DNR staff 
was unable to convert this recommendation into a PI and bring it to you or the AMPA, so WFFA 
did so August 11th – with copies to you.  

The AMP process requires that unless directed by the Board, new items for the Policy agenda must be 
approved by 100% consensus.  One caucus member voted against accepting this Advisory Committee 
recommendation as a Policy agenda item for review and advice back to you.  A Dispute on this non-
consensus agenda item vote has been called. 

I can walk you through the steps if you wish but its possible/likely you may be required to decide this 
Policy Agenda request.  You couldn’t get the dispute until your May or August meeting, depending on 
how long it takes us to get through this procedural Dispute – about whether, or not Policy should even 
discuss the Advisory Committee recommendation.  Our caucus just wants to have the 20+ year’s 
overdue conversation about RCW & WAC intent!  This avoidance/procedural Dispute could be settled 
today by you simply directing TFW Policy to take up the PI and make recommendations back to the 
Board so we can actually have the discussions.  I’d be happy to provide any additional clarifications. 

Sincerely, 

Ken Miller 
Washington Farm Forestry Association 
 

 


